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Welcome to a New Era of Work 

98% of executives believe artificial intelligence (AI) will spark significant creativity and
innovation, and 95% said it will usher in a new era of enterprise intelligence.

Enter Gemini for Google Workspace (formerly Duet AI). This technology makes AI
accessible to all Workspace Enterprise users and introduces a powerful new way of
working that embeds the power of generative AI across all your Workspace
applications.

Duet AI is your silent writing
partner, always ready to
enhance your prose or ignite
your creative spark.

Unleash your writing potential

Gemini is your data guru,
turbocharging your analysis and
transforming raw information into
actionable insights.

Master your data

With Gemini, you can craft stunning
visuals from your mere ideas,
perfect for presentations and
meetings.

Paint ideas into reality

Gemini helps you look and 
sound your best on video 
calls so you can focus on the
conversation.

Elevate your video presence

Gemini is your silent writing
partner, always ready to enhance
your content or spark creativity. 

Unleash your writing potential

Gemini Features

https://www.ft.com/content/7dec4483-ad34-4007-bb3a-7ac925643999
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We are a sell, service, and
build partner with 100% focus
on Google products and
services.

100% Google Focused
gPanel® is built and
continuously optimized for
Google Workspace user
management and security. 

Purposeful Innovation

We provide holistic support for
hardware, licensing, billing,
management, cloud services,
and more.

End-to-End Support
Flexible and customized
service and product offerings
that meet you where you are
on your technical journey.

Agile Solutions

At Promevo, Google is at our core. 

We are a 100% Google-focused Premier
Partner for Google Workspace, Google
Cloud, and Google Chrome, helping
businesses like yours harness the full
potential of these robust tools.

Why Promevo?

We provide support across the entire Google ecosystem and provide our own custom
solutions to optimize the way you do business, so you can you meet your growth goals. 
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